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Today’s Session

• Using Adam Matthew collections in teaching
  • Case studies from George Mason University

• Demo of features within the collections
  • Original documents, discoverability, HTR, data analysis
  • Using the data for your own digital scholarship

• Q&A

• Offer update from Alicia
Visit our website for more information

www.amdigital.co.uk
Using Adam Matthew Collections

GMU wanted to revamp their undergraduate history program to focus on original research and student-led exploration of the past. This required increased use of primary sources and close collaboration between the library and teaching faculty.
Using Adam Matthew Collections

Survey Classes

• Global history
• Have used *Popular Culture in Britain and America* and *Market Research and American Business* in the past
• Global focus meant changing the primary sources
• Now using *Socialism on Film*
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Topics Classes

• Start by reading secondary literature
• Library runs primary source workshops with students
• Students use primary sources in class and for assignments
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Methods and Capstone Classes

• More independent research
• Again an attempt to make the focus global
• Primary sources are essential for this
Tools to help users

Discoverability
• Document metadata
• Full-text search
• Handwritten Text Recognition
He looked over our Medical Code - but no one has the responsibility.

No Medical Code about the
Working of Hospitals

Each new Doctor landing in
India, quickly of the language
has I make his own.
Tools to help users

Additional Features

• Interactive maps and timelines

• Data analysis tools

• Essays and overviews written by consultant academics
Questions?
ASERL Special Pricing Opportunity

This is an exciting opportunity for ASERL members to take advantage of special pricing and discount ranges for three bundle packages from Adam Matthew.

These bundles will enable ASERL institutions to gain access to a plethora of valuable primary source content at a significantly discounted price.

Adam Matthew Bundle discount terms:

- This pricing is valid through December 31, 2019.
- Pricing is for three defined bundle options. Titles cannot be broken out for independent purchase at these price points.
- Libraries interested in participating are eligible to receive credit for previously purchased titles. *Capped credit values may apply.
- Pricing is exclusive for ASERL members.
- Pricing to purchase the entire Adam Matthew portfolio is available upon request.
- Hosting fees will be waived for purchases completed before June 15, 2019. For purchases after July 1, hosting fees can be paid annually (0.8% of the total purchase price) or as a one-time up front purchase (7.5% of the total purchase price).
- No minimum purchase required.
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